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III.
If citizenship-nationality— or however we call our macropolitical membership— is to be
chosen rather than earned or assigned, our questions then pivot to the logistics of elective
populations, and our answers will then depend on a whole column of parameters. Is
macropolitical membership exclusive? Is it revocable? Is it all or nothing, or can we mix and
match our rights and duties? How long would it be for? Could we choose only once, every
decade, every time we felt inclined? Is every polity adhering to the same guidelines with
respect to other polities or are there heterogeneous laws and expectations between them?
What resources can migrating members take with them? Are polities still organized
territorially, and if so, are these territories fixed or can they fluctuate to accommodate
population flows?
At this point, the project becomes world-design, an exercise of the social and political
imagination, and one we’ll begin with the assumption of fixed territorial boundaries, as
boundaries are in our own world. The difference in this hypothetical world is that children
are born into a territory, and only tentatively its macropolitical members, but later free to
join other polities through migration. This is akin to the ideal of the Right of Universal
Movement, though more explicitly concerned with membership than movement per se, and
the reason we keep the conceptual distinction between Elective Membership and Rights of
Movement is that some of our other world-designs won’t define their polities territorially.
For the elective territorial state, macropolitical membership is conceptualized as location,
with the earth’s population self-segregated and self-organized into two-dimensional
containers. This self-organization is, as mentioned, a form of suffrage. Like microbes
swimming in search of more favorable conditions, humans would move toward social and
political conditions of their liking, and abandon unpopular regimes and societies. Our first
presumption would be that the vectors of humans would eagerly dart from poor, unstable,
and illiberal parts of the globe toward wealthy, stable, and politically liberal parts. However,
given that territories such as the United States and European Union already have an interior
right of movement, this presumption is hasty. Despite the right of movement, other
factors must slow or halt population flows, since much of the populations remain in less
“desirable” corners of these territories.

For one, since territory is finite— and sometimes even small— the limited supply of space
and resources creates higher demand on favorable socio-political conditions, and thereby a
trade-off arises between elbow room and ease of life, on the one hand, and residency or
access on the other. If we were to establish membership by migration, would we see the
same terrible tensions that are currently playing out on the urban scale— uneven
development, gentrification, diminishing rights-to-the-city, de facto racial segregation, and
so forth— further expanded and exacerbated on the macropolitical level?— only instead of
just “hot neighborhoods” or the “right to the city,” the overpopulation of desirable
territories would hinder access to entire sets of political freedoms or legal protections. In
fact— stated most sharply— is the nation-state system, with its borders and restricted
flows, slowing the centrifuge of global stratification? Could we instead figure out a way to
loosen these spatial limitations, so that self-determination itself would not become a
scarcity, and so that tyranny would not be incentivized with the possibility of landgrabs or
hoarding of resources? Is there a way to keep territories proportional to populations, so that
boundaries swell or fluctuate in accordance with a census? In this case, tyrannical or
unpopular regimes don’t just depopulate with political migration or elective population;
they deflate. Territories that win members, grow. Territories that lose members, shrink.
And the resulting map becomes more or less a pie chart of the world’s revealed political
preferences.
This has a lot of appeal but immediately presents two problems. For one, not all territory is
equal. A square mile of Southwestern desert is not the same as a square mile of lush Pacific
Northwest. A tranch near waterways is different than a tranch of mountaintop. What
metric could we use to equitably divvy out a certain amount of territory to a certain
number of people? Would it just be the same as current land valuation? For two, and more
intractable, are the problems of encroachment and dispossession. The readjustments would
not necessarily come from adjacent territories but would necessarily involve tremendous
upheaval and displacement, and it’s hard to imagine this not ending badly. However, these
two fundamental problems are more or less avoided if we suspend the assumption or
principle of contiguity: the insistence that territories circumscribe a single unbroken area.
Nothing requires that territories be contiguous. This has been the prejudice of modern
statehood, specifically for nation-states which bound a people together, as by a ribbon, with
a national border. This assumption was spotty or absent in feudal and dynastic periods;
territories no more had to be contiguous than the private properties of individuals—
precisely because they were in effect the private properties of princes and families.
Without contiguity, macropolitical territories could remain proportional to population
simply by having their subterritories— their blocks and pieces— switch to the macropolity
of their choice, as state counties might vote Democratic or Republican or as principalities
turned Catholic or Protestant after the Peace of Augsburg. The modules below illustrate
the difference between proportional territories with contiguity, and its encroachment,
versus without contiguity, with its checkerboard of political membership.

Without contiguity, blocks or subterritories can simply sign onto this or that
macropolitical membership, keeping territory proportional to population without any need
for physical migration. This wouldn’t have been entirely bizarre to, for example, the
principalities prior to the unification of Germany or Italy— or much of feudal Europe, for
that matter. Long prior to the modern nation-state, populations were accustomed to living
under a patchwork of regimes and allegiances. And while few of us moderns look back
upon feudalism and the dynastic era with political envy or admiration, our problems with
feudal politics have less to do with its territorial geometry or the complexity of rights and
duties, and pretty much everything to do with its steep, fixed social hierarchies and
configurations of power and property. In fact, there may have been advantages to those
feudal geometry and complexities, such as greater prudence based on local knowledge or
adjustable territories, or maybe— and this is stretching it— a pluralism resulting from
power structures that were overlapping rather than well-nested.

Can we imagine something that combines the shape of the feudal and dynastic eras with
modern, humane, and equitable social orders? Of course there are also plenty of
disadvantages— its administrative complexity, first and foremost. The modern territorial
nation-state is parsimonious. It’s easier to understand in its abstraction: one population, one
bounded territory, one set of laws, no overlap, no fluctuation. How could we manage this
complexity if we were to return to a feudal or at least non-contiguous geometry? One way
to keep a lid on complexity is to either limit the number of macropolities or establish a
minimum size and population for their blocks, pieces, parts— or however you want to call
their subterritories. This is, after all, about “macropolitical” membership, and even in
today’s world we already see problems caused by the discrepancies in the size of nationstates, ranging from the billion-strong China and India to microstates like Luxembourg
and Singapore that are often reduced to little more than business-friendly “platforms”
(Zucman) or “zones” (Easterling). Should we expect a minimum population for a
macropolity or is this as intrusive as Europe’s imposition of the nation-state system on the
rest of the globe? A minimum size or population for subterritories would likely be
necessary for feasibly implementing laws, at least any law concerning physical human
behavior. No citizen could navigate a legal system that changed with every footstep, or
every few kilometers. Such a minimum would also protect against the atomizations that
lead to essentially asocial or antisocial caricatures like the “sovereign citizens,” that are in
truth, parasitical on the social whole and its resources. The other approach to this
complexity comes— and is inevitably coming— with what Bratton calls “planetary-scale
computation.” Previous eras had a limited complexity due to limited mobility and a slower
pace of change; the contemporary world accommodates greater complexity through
computation and telecommunication, though how well and how much, we have yet to tell.
However, this question of complexity and computation the authors will address at length in
the next stub on “Political Topologies.”

